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Object-Oriented Technology (OOT) is an approach to organizing and developing programs
that aims to address issues in traditional programming. It’s not tied to a specific
programming language, but rather a way of structuring code. Let’s delve into the pros and
cons with simpler explanations and examples:

Pros:

Parallel Development:1.
Explanation: With OOT, different programming teams can work independently
once modular classes are defined.
Example: Imagine building a software application. The team working on user
interface (UI) can focus on their part without waiting for the team handling
database functionality.

Reusable Modular Classes:2.
Explanation: Once created, modular classes can be reused in other projects or
applications.
Example: If you develop a class for handling customer data in one project, you
can easily use the same class in another project without rewriting the code.

Easier Maintenance:3.
Explanation: OOT centralizes the code base, making it easier to maintain and
upgrade.
Example: When updating a software application, OOT facilitates changes in a
way that is more organized and secure, ensuring that the data remains
accessible.
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Cons:

Inefficiency:1.
Explanation: Object-oriented programming can be less efficient in terms of CPU
usage compared to other options.
Example: If you have a resource-intensive task, OOT might consume more
computing power, making it less suitable for situations where efficiency is
crucial.

Scalability Issues:2.
Explanation: If not managed properly, OOT projects can lead to bloated and
unnecessary code, affecting scalability.
Example: If a project grows rapidly without proper structuring, it might become
harder to maintain, and the increased overhead can raise costs.

Duplication:3.
Explanation: OOT projects can sometimes feel like they’ve been cloned due to
the flexible application of modular classes.
Example: While OOT speeds up project initiation, it may lead to a sense of
repetition, making different projects appear similar because of the modular
design.
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Write short notes on : Compare procedural programming with object-oriented6.
programming with examples.
What do you understand by object identity ? Explain with an example.7.
Explain encapsulation with example.OR Discuss the concept of encapsulation with8.
suitable example.OR What do you mean by encapsulation ? How does the object-
oriented concept of message passing help to encapsulate the implementationof an
object, including its data ?
Write short note on information hiding.9.
What do you mean by polymorphism ? Explain it with an example. OR What do you10.
mean by polymorphism ? Is this concept only applicable to object-oriented systems ?
Explain. OR Define polymorphism. Is this concept only applicable to object oriented
systems ? Explain.
What do you mean by modeling ? Discuss several purposes served by models with11.
suitable examples.
What are the different models used in object oriented languages ?OR Write short note12.
on dynamic modeling and functional modeling.
Write short notes on : a. Data store b. Actors c. Control flow13.
What are the principles of modeling ? What is the importance of modeling ?, OR What14.
are the basic principles of modeling ? Explain in detail.
Define object-oriented modeling (OOM). Describe varioussteps involved in OOM15.
process. Explain.
Define link and association. Discuss the role of link and association in object modeling16.
with suitable example.
What do you mean by object modeling technique ? Explain. Discuss the various stages17.
of the object modeling techniques with some example.
Wire is used in the following applications. For each of the following applications,18.
prepare a list of wire characteristics that are relevant and also explain why each
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characteristic is important for the application : (1) Designing the filament for a light
bulb; (2) Designing the electrical system for an air plane.
What do you mean by UML ? Discuss the conceptual model of UML with the help of an19.
appropriate example. give the conceptual model of UML. Use some example to
illustrate the model in detail using diagram.
Describe the pros and cons of unified modeling language(UML).20.
Why UML required ? What are the basic architecture ofUML ?21.
What do you understand by architectural modeling ?Explain its various concepts and22.
diagrams with suitable example. ORWrite short notes on architectural modeling with
suitable exampleand diagrams.
What do you understand by classes in object oriented system design ?23.
Explain relationship with its different types.24.
Describe generalization and specialization.OR What do you mean by generalization ?25.
Explain. How is it related with inheritance ? OR Define aggregation and generalization.
Explain.
Categorize the following relationship into generalization, aggregation, or association :26.
Explain class and object diagrams with examples.27.
Differentiate between a class and object with some example. Also prepare a list of28.
objects that you would expect each of the following systems to handle : (1) a program
for laying out a news paper, (2) a catalog store order entry system.
Prepare a portion of an object diagram for a library book checkout system that shows29.
the date a book is due and the late charges for an over due book as derived objects.
What do you mean by a collaboration diagram ? Explain various terms and symbols30.
used in a collaboration diagram. How polymorphism is described using a collaboration
diagram ? Explain using an example. OR What is a collaboration diagram ? How
polymorphism is represented in a collaboration diagram? Explain with an example.
Explain Polymorphism, Iterated Messages and use of self in message in collaboration31.
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diagram.
What do you mean by sequence diagram? Explain various terms and symbols used in a32.
sequence diagram. Describe the following using sequence diagram : (i) asynchronous
messages with/without priority. (ii) broadcast messages.explain sequence diagrams
with example.
Discuss in brief basic behavioural modeling.33.
Write a short note on use case diagram and time diagram with suitable diagram and34.
their utility in system design.
Define package. Explain the package diagram with suitable diagram. OR What are35.
package diagrams and why are they used ?
Write short notes on use case diagram with suitable diagram and their utility in system36.
design.
What do you mean by activity diagram ? Explain indetail. OR What do you mean by37.
activity diagram ? What are the two special states shown in an activity diagram ?
Explain with an example.
What do you mean by event ? What are the types of event explain with example ?38.
Explain use case with example. How are the diagrams divided ?39.
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